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Abstract 

Thanks to their spatially distributed sensors, Cyber-Physical System (CPS) applications are currently accumulating large amounts 
of heterogeneous data. When it comes to allowing several decision-makers to collaboratively plan their actions, these applications 
need appropriate tools for an efficient storage, analysis, and visualization of the available data. Spatial Data Warehouses (SDWs) 
have proven their efficiency in carrying out these operations. However, because of the increasing quantity of data, the Extract-
Transform-Load (ETL) process (which is in charge of aggregating several data sources within a unified data storage repository) 
generally fails to update the SDW within predefined window times. In order to solve this problem, we propose in this paper to 
distribute the ETL tasks over a grid of computing resources. We also propose a multiagent-based approach that controls the ETL 
grid while allowing a convenient use of the shared resources. In addition to being the unique solution that uses grid computing for 
the ETL process of SDWs, our approach allows a joint use of archive and real-time data for personalized reporting and visualization 
of services envisioned to the decision-makers who are using the CPS application.   
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs. 
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1. Introduction  

Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) are being used in several application domains, including healthcare, environment 
monitoring, emergency systems, and intelligent transportation. They have recently emerged as promising tools where 
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the operations of the physical and engineered systems are monitored, controlled, coordinated, and integrated by means 
of a computing and communication core1. To this end, a variety of spatially distributed sensing devices are being used 
to collect in-situ data, anytime and anywhere, about application-related resources and events of interest. As a result, 
more efforts are needed to analyze and process the increasingly available data and reveal valuable information for the 
envisioned CPS applications. In several domains, these applications are expected to provide different decision-makers 
with a unified platform to collaboratively plan their actions about some ongoing events. This platform has particularly 
to deal with the challenging task of jointly using the heterogeneous large data sources of all decision-makers. 
Furthermore, for an enhanced collaboration, the platform should include mechanisms to deliver personalized services 
to decision-makers depending on their current requirements and the specificity of their operations.   

The management of huge of amounts of data is being addressed in the research and development communities 
within two main fields; namely Big Data and Data Warehouses (DWs). On the one hand, Big Data provides solutions 
to store raw data which usage is not predetermined. On the other hand, DW technologies provide solutions to store 
cleaned, transformed, and semantically unified data for predetermined usage. Despite their high cost compared to Big 
Data solutions, DW solutions provide decision-makers with efficient tools for personalized reporting and visualization. 
In addition, since sensor data have mostly spatial components, DW, and more precisely Spatial Data Warehouse 
(SDW), is preferred to Big Data thanks to its long background in dealing with geo-referenced data. A SDW can be 
defined as a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile dataset including a collection of both spatial 
and non-spatial data in support of management’s decision-making process2. A SDW is particularly characterized by 
its Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process which is capable of merging data from different sources and creating 
specialized datamarts for a variety of applications. SDWs generally use SOLAP (Spatial On-Line Analytical 
Processing) tools for online processing along with Geographic Information System (GIS) functionalities for storing 
and visualizing spatial information4.  

With the increasing availability of data within the context of CPS applications, the ETL process, which is already 
time-consuming, faces problems in carrying out the necessary processing operations within acceptable timeframes5. 
Furthermore, although some approaches7,8 have been proposed to improve the freshness of data in the DW, current 
ETL processes are still unable to adequately combine the use of real-time data along with the archive data (stored in 
data sources). The common idea of reducing the processing load by purchasing additional computing resources is 
being seen as an expensive option5. Alternatively, moving to a parallel, distributed model that reuses the resources 
available with each of the decision-makers could be well suited to the context of SDW9. This model is found in the 
grid computing paradigm10. 

Grid computing has attracted extensive research and development works, particularly for its easiness and 
inexpensiveness of adding new processing nodes to the infrastructure11. In addition to offering mechanisms to enable 
the reallocation of critical DW resources for use by data mining and reporting tools, grid computing can also drive 
significant benefits by improving information access and responsiveness as well as adding flexibility, which are all 
important components of solving the DW dilemma9,12. While several studies have proposed to distribute DWs in grid 
environments13,14, only one research work5 has proposed to balance the tasks of the ETL process over a grid. In addition 
to contrasting the existing works by addressing the context of SDW, this paper proposes a multiagent -based approach 
to distribute Spatial ETL (SETL) processes over a grid. Our approach is also capable of enabling a joint use of real-
time and archive data within the context of SDWs for CPS applications.  

In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 gives an overview of existing works that have used grid-based approaches 
for SDWs. Section 3 presents our multiagent-based solution to improve the SETL process by distributing its tasks over 
a grid of computing resources. Section 4 presents the current state of the implementation of our approach.   

2. Related works   

SDWs result from the integration of GIS technologies and data warehousing capabilities. They are being used in a 
wide range of geospatial application domains, including business, military, industry, and disaster management. A 
typical SDW architecture (Figure 1) includes an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) that collects data from multiple data 
sources (extraction), cleanses and normalizes this data to meet some integrity standards of the warehouse 
(transformation), and then brings the resulting data into the warehouse as new records (load). Once the data is loaded, 
analysis can be performed by querying the SDW directly or, most often, smaller data subsets (datamarts) are created 
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for specific uses and then queried separately. Third-party tools (e.g., SOLAP tools) are commonly used to analyze the 
data in the SDW and the datamarts and generate customized reports for visualization purposes.  

 
 
 
  

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. SDW architecture. 

Several research works have designed SDWs for specific context of use, such as managing petroleum resources23, 
managing epidemics23, and discovering ecological patterns and processes25. Other research works have proposed 
general conceptual models18,19, logical models20,21, and implementation strategies and optimization techniques2,22. The 
SDWs proposed in these works are basically designed to support the needs and the perceptions of one single actor, 
although probably at different scales. In critical scenarios (e.g., hazard management), several decision-makers (e.g., 
police authority, medical core, municipality services, etc.) generally need to make collaborative decisions to optimize 
their actions and use of resources. Commonly, this collaboration process is based on the use of multiple individual 
SDWs or on the use of one SDW supporting a single perception only. Both approaches do not always lead to easy 
agreements on concepts, events’ assessments, and action priorities. Therefore, there is a high need for a common 
infrastructure based on a federated SDW9 that integrates the different perceptions of decision-makers and allows 
customized analysis and visualization of data.  

In order to implement the expected federated SDW, several processing steps must be performed. For instance, data 
coming from several sources must be analyzed, filtered, cleansed, and transformed to meet specific requirements in 
terms of scale, format, detail levels, and quality. This time-consuming processing is facing an increasing complexity 
because of the growing availability of data which needs to be processed within predefined window times. Instead of 
acquiring new powerful hardware to decrease the processing time, the less expensive solution consisting in reusing 
the available, distributed computing resources within the context of grid computing has been identified as a promising 
alternative5,9,12,13. Indeed, grid computing provides an efficient approach to harnessing distributed resources, while 
promoting scalability, reliability, cost saving, and better throughput12.  

Several studies have proposed to distribute DWs in a grid environment13,15,16, with a particular emphasis on query 
distributed approaches14,17. In this regard, Akinde et al.26 have discussed query processing in an environment consisting 
in distributed DWs. In this environment, one site plays the role of coordinator, whereas most of the processing loads 
being performed at local sites. Costa and Furtado13 have investigated a Grid Data Warehouse Parallel Architecture 
(Grid-Dwpa) as an efficient architecture to deploy large DWs in grids with high availability and good load balancing. 
In addition to a data allocation and a partial replication strategies, the authors have proposed scheduling solutions that 
maximize performance and throughput of the grid-enabled architecture for OLAP. Costa and Furtado27 have presented 
a scheduling approach for efficient query processing in the Grid-Dwpa environment. The system generates site and 
node tasks, forecasts the necessary time to execute the task at each local site, estimates total execution times, and 
assigns task execution to sites accordingly. Another work on grid-aware DWs28 has considered the scenario where the 
data of a single organization is distributed across a number of operational databases at remote locations. Each 
operational database has capabilities for answering OLAP queries and accessing to a possible variety of other 
computational and storage resources which are located close by. In all these works, the grid computing concept has 
been used to implement distributed DW only. They did not support spatial data which are particularly characterized 
by their complex coordinates, different formats, and topological relations. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, 
the important potential of grid computing was not appropriately used to alleviate the heavy-duty ETL process. We, 
therefore, believe that additional research and development efforts are needed to integrate the grid computing 
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techniques within the domain of SDWs while focusing on ways to lighten the complex ETL process in order to allow 
convenient processing within tolerated window times.  

3. Toward the improvement of the Extract-Transform-Load process   

Starting from the firm conviction that an adequate use of grid computing could appropriately alleviate the ETL 
process in handling the increasing amounts of heterogeneous data, we examine in what follows how to distribute the 
tasks of the ETL over distributed resources. We also study the use of the multiagent system paradigm in enabling an 
intelligent control and coordination of the ETL grid.  

3.1. Grid-Based SETL  

The ETL process includes several operations to be applied to the different data sources. The complexity of these 
operations are particularly affected by the format and quality of the data sources as well as the degree of their 
heterogeneity. The distribution of the ETL processes over a grid could be done according to several approaches. A 
possible approach consists in clustering the pool of shared resources into three groups dedicated to the operations of 
extraction, transformation, and loading respectively. This solution increases the communication between the 
computing resources in the grid. However, it is fault-tolerant thanks to the redundancy of resources. In this paper, we 
adopt a slightly different approach where every computing resource is able to carry out the whole ETL process, without 
being obliged to complete this process every time. For instance, depending on its current situation (e.g., availability 
and processing capabilities), a given computing resource could be assigned the task to execute the operations of 
extraction and transformation and then the loading task is assigned to another computing resource. In addition to 
increasing fault-tolerance mechanisms compared to the first solution, this approach gives more comfort to the decision-
makers who will be able to apply the whole ETL process on their own computing machines without relying on the 
computing resources of partners. Based on this approach, we propose an architecture (Figure 2) where we extend the 
ETL process to SETL (Spatial ETL). In the proposed configuration, the clients of the grid are the different data sources 
which are concurrently requesting to load their data into the SDW.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. SETL (Spatial Extract-Transform-Load) grid 

Basically, the different decision-makers need to load updates from their data sources into the SDW at sporadic 
moments depending on their activities. To this end, the data sources may need to compete for the shared resources. 
This competition ultimately aims to adequately and fairly distribute the SETL tasks over the grid. The issue of 
balancing tasks over the grid has been studied intensively in the literature, especially over parallel architectures, with 
a variety of approaches, including priority-based30, Fuzzy-logic31, profile-based32, and agent-based33. Furthermore, 
some attempts have addressed the grid load balancing issue in the context of DW13, but without supporting spatial 
data. In the next section, we address the issue of monitoring the SETL grid within the context of SDWs using an 
intelligent approach.  
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3.2. Intelligent Monitoring of the SETL Grid 

As already stated, there is lack of research in the area of applying grid computing to the SETL process. In order to 
contribute to this domain, a very structured workflow of operations must be defined. This workflow will particularly 
determine the right time to start the SETL process, which shared resources will carry out the required processing tasks 
and in which sequence, and when the transformed data will be loaded in the SDW. Because of the complexity of 
processing as well as the varying requirements of decision-makers due to some unpredictable situations, an adequate 
solution supporting distributed operations within a competitive environment is needed. The multiagent system 
paradigm was adopted in this paper because of its proven flexibility, autonomy, and intelligence to solve complex 
problems within highly dynamic, constrained, and uncertain environments3. To this end, we propose an architecture 
(Figure 3) where an agent-based intelligent module is used. This module has several tasks that we outline in what 
follows. 
Sending data to the archive. Since huge amounts of data are being gathered by the spatially distributed sensors of 
the CPS, there is a need to process this data and load it in the SDW at convenient times. Because of the heavy 
processing loads of the SETLs as well as the need to respond in timely fashion to the decision-makers, it is not 
necessary to overload the system with processing all data immediately. The intelligent module is then used to review 
the current needs of decision-makers and decide whether the new data has to be sent straightaway to the Real-Time 
Integration Module (RTIM) or has to be scheduled for SETL processing. For immediate considerations, the RTIM 
receives a copy of the data and carries out some processing to create specific contents as per the requirements of 
decision-makers (details of these processing are out of the scope of this paper). The original data will then be scheduled 
by the intelligent module for subsequent SETL processing.  
Balancing the load in the SETL grid. The requirements of the different decision-makers are generally highly affected 
by ongoing events. Concurrent requirements to the distributed SETLs could reach pick-moments in critical situations, 
where decision-makers need to push their archive data (data sources) and real-time data (from sensing devices) to the 
SDW. The agent-based module has then the responsibility to assign tasks to the SETLs based on the priority of 
requests, ongoing events, and any prior agreement made between the decision-makers sharing the same CPS 
application (e.g., priority is given to the owner of the computing resource). To this end, the module receives frequent 
updates on the current processing and available computing resources from the SETL grid. Actually, by sending data 
to RTIM, the intelligent-module undertakes the task of balancing the grid load since some processing could be delayed. 
The intelligent module also prepares a backup plan for data processing in case of failure of any computing resource. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Integration intelligence in the SETL process 
 
Coordinating the data loading process. As the SDW is a shared data repository, the agent-based control module has 
the duty to coordinate the concurrent update of the SDW by the distributed SETLs. A priority-based mechanism is 
used to ensure an efficient and non-conflicting update of the SDW.  
Facilitating the collaboration of decision-makers. The SETL grid as well as the SDW are shared resources between 
the different decision-makers. With appropriate management strategies, the agent-based control module could increase 
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the availability of these resources and avoid redundant operations, allowing thereby the different decision-makers to 
jointly plan their actions without phase shifts. To this end, a process of advertisement and discovery can be used along 
with performance prediction mechanisms, such as Performance Analysis and Characterize Environment (PACE)32. 

3.3. Multiagent System Architecture of the SETL Grid Control Module   

In this section, we outline the architecture of our multiagent-based system for the control and monitoring of the 
SETL process (Figure 4). Our system includes a Broker Agent that receives frequent notifications for the availability 
of new real-time data. Depending on the current situation and the services being requested by the decision-makers, the 
Broker Agent may decide, as stated earlier, to send the data to the RTIM for their immediate consideration in the 
current decision-making process. The Agent Broker also receives requests from the data sources to schedule the loading 
of some of their pending data into the SDW. In this case, the request is sent to a Scheduler Agent that carries out the 
necessary operations to schedule the processing over the SETL grid in a balanced way. To achieve this task, the 
Scheduler Agent may consult with a Prioritizer Agent that frequently updates the priority of tasks as per the 
requirements of the decision-makers and the current situations. The Scheduler Agent also gets information on the 
current available resources as well as the current processing activities in the grid from the Tracker Agent. This latter 
agent frequently receives updates from the Local Manager Agents which are located in the SETL machines. Once a 
balanced schedule for SETL processing activities is ready, the Scheduler Agent instructs a Backuper Agent to identify 
backup resources and prepare an alternative plan in case of failure of any SETL machine in the grid. Details about the 
different agents as well as their communications and processing will be the subject of a future publication. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Multiagent system architecture  

4. Ongoing Implementation      

For the sake of illustration, we have considered the scenario of monitoring industrial accidents in Algeria. In this 
scenario, several decision-makers, including industrial risk experts, civil protection managers, and public safety 
officers, are collaborating to monitor an ongoing accidents (e.g., gas leak). The SDW, which is basically integrating 
the data sources of all stakeholders, is expected to be queried and analyzed with appropriate tools in order to 
accommodate experts with geo-decisional information according to their specific needs as well as their perceptions of 
the current industrial accidents. To this end, we developed a decision-support system called GéOLAP (Figure 5) which 
is implemented using ROLAP server Mondrian and MapServer tools for the processing and analysis of non-spatial 
data and spatial data respectively. The SDW is implemented with the open-source tools PostGIS and PostgreSQL. At 
the client side, the visualization of non-spatial data is performed using OLAP client Jpivot whereas the visualization 
of spatial data is carried out with the JavaScript OpenLayers tool. The management of interaction and communication 
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tasks between OLAP Mondrian serveur and MapServer is monitored by a Processing and Personalization Module. 
This module is particularly responsible for reporting SDW data according to the specific needs of decision-makers as 
well as integrating the real-time data received from the RTIM (see Section 3.3).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. GéOLAP system configuration 
The SDW population is done from one single SETL machine using the FME software tool. We are currently 

investigating the implementation of the SETL grid with several technologies and platforms, including GeoKettle and 
Talend. The software selected for the implementation of the multiagent system is the Java-based JadeX platform. The 
Processing and Personalization Module and the Real-Time Integration Module are both being developed in Java. 
Performance and additional details about the implementation and the performance of our system will be the subject of 
an upcoming research paper.  

5. Conclusion and future works    

In this paper, we addressed the growing important issue of managing huge amounts of data within the context of 
the emergent filed of Cyber Physical System (CPS). We proposed a new approach that enables the integration of 
heterogeneous spatial and non-spatial data within a unified Spatial Data Warehouse (SDW). The SDW is ultimately 
used to facilitate the collaboration between several decision-makers on some ongoing events of common interest. 
Unlike any existing solution, we proposed to distribute the Spatial Extract-Transform-Load (SETL) tasks over a grid 
of computing resources. We also proposed to implement a multiagent-based solution to adequately schedule the 
processing activities over the grid. Our multiagent-based solution is also intended to allow a joint use of real-time and 
archive data within the same CPS application.  

Currently, our prototype is able to report adequately personalized spatial and non-spatial data to different decision-
makers within the context of monitoring industrial accidents in Algeria. In order to improve its performance, ongoing 
efforts are aiming to adequately set up the pool of shared computing resources and implement the intelligent solution 
for its management.   
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